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Relativistic magnetized jets from active galaxies are among the most powerful cosmic accelerators, but
their particle acceleration mechanisms remain a mystery. We present a new acceleration mechanism
associated with the development of the helical kink instability in relativistic jets, which leads to the efficient
conversion of the jet’s magnetic energy into nonthermal particles. Large-scale three-dimensional ab initio
simulations reveal that the formation of highly tangled magnetic fields and a large-scale inductive electric
field throughout the kink-unstable region promotes rapid energization of the particles. The energy
distribution of the accelerated particles develops a well-defined power-law tail extending to the radiation-
reaction limited energy in the case of leptons, and to the confinement energy of the jet in the case of ions.
When applied to the conditions of well-studied bright knots in jets from active galaxies, this mechanism can
account for the spectrum of synchrotron and inverse Compton radiating particles, and offers a viable means
of accelerating ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays to 1020 eV.
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Extragalactic radio jets are powerful outflows of rela-
tivistic magnetized plasma emanating from the central
regions of active galaxies. These systems (known as active
galactic nuclei, or AGNs) are among the most powerful
accelerators of charged particles in the cosmos. They
contain relativistic electrons and positrons that radiate,
via synchrotron and inverse Compton processes, from radio
waves to TeV γ rays, attaining energies vastly in excess of
the thermal mean [1]. AGN jets are also candidate sources
of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), whose ener-
gies are observed by ground-based detectors to exceed
1020 eV [2,3]. This hypothesis has gained further support
with the recent coincident detection of γ rays and a high-
energy neutrino from blazar TXS 0506þ 056 [4], which
confirms that AGN jets accelerate high-energy cosmic rays.
The specific mechanisms by which relativistic jets

accelerate charged particles to such high energies remains
a long-standing mystery. Observations of bright knots in
AGN jets (e.g., the well-studied HST-1 in M87) suggest
that efficient particle acceleration may be taking place at
distances of 10 pc to 1 kpc from the black hole central
engine. At these distances, the jet’s energy exists primarily
in the form of magnetic fields, which have been observed to
possess a tightly wound helical structure [5]. The bright
knots are nearly stationary features, and are commonly
interpreted as recollimation shocks associated with the
interaction of the jet with the ambient medium [6,7].
Historically, particle energization in these regions has been
attributed to diffusive shock acceleration [8,9]. However,
recent work [10,11] indicates that shock acceleration is not
efficient in relativistic magnetically dominated plasma.

Another possibility is that particles accelerate by feeding
on the copious free energy of the jet’s internal magnetic
field. This energy may be extracted via the development of
hydromagnetic instabilities that act on the jet’s helical
magnetic field structure, the most relevant of which is
thought to be the helical kink instability (KI) [12,13].
Recent global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations
of the launching and propagation of relativistic jets [14–16]
confirm that the KI can indeed be triggered where the jet
recollimates, playing an important role in the dissipation of
the jet’s magnetic energy. They also reveal that the KI
operates internally, distorting only the spine of the jet,
without disrupting its global morphology or its ability to
propagate to larger distances [15,17]. This is consistent
with observations that indicate that AGN jets remain
globally stable over these bright recollimation regions
[5,6]. It remains unknown, however, if and how the
magnetic energy dissipated by the internal KI is channeled
into energetic nonthermal particles. This inherently kinetic
physics is not captured within the framework of MHD.
In this Letter, we present the results of three-dimensional

(3D), particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations that reveal for the
first time how the self-consistent development of the inter-
nal KI in relativistic magnetized jets results in the efficient
acceleration of nonthermal particles. We find that the
emergence of highly tangled magnetic fields and a large-
scale electric field throughout the kink-unstable region
promotes the rapid energization of the particles up to the
confinement energy of the jet. Acceleration occurs over ten
light-crossing times of the jet cross-sectional radius, during
which ∼50% of the jet’s toroidal magnetic field energy is
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transferred to newly accelerated particles with a power-law
spectrum. Importantly, we observe that the maximum
energy gain increases linearly with the jet cross-sectional
radius. Based on these findings, we argue that this new
mechanism can account for the acceleration of high-energy
leptons and hadrons in AGN jets.
We simulated a volume of the jet in its proper reference

frame, with relativistic electron-positron plasma supporting
a helical magnetic field in an unstable hydromagnetic equi-
librium; the net-inward magnetic stress is balanced by
increased thermal pressure near the axis (see Supplemental
Material [18]). This setup approximates the jet spine after
the plasma has been focused towards the axis by recol-
limation, at the moment when it stagnates and is most
vulnerable to the internal KI. We consider magnetic field
profiles of the form BðrÞ ¼ B0ðr=RcÞe1−r=Rceϕ þ Bzez,
where Rc is the cross sectional radius of the jet spine.
We have also tested toroidal magnetic field profiles that
decay as r−α (with α ≥ 1), and determined that our overall
findings are not sensitive to the structure of the magnetic
field far from Rc. Near the black hole, the poloidal and
toroidal magnetic field components (Bz and Bϕ, respec-
tively) are comparable to one another [23]. However,

Bz=Bϕ decreases with distance from the source, and can
be very small at the relevant ∼100 pc distances. The
characteristic magnetic field amplitude (henceforth denoted
as B0) at these distances, B0 ∼mG, is quite strong in the
sense that the ratio σ of the magnetic to plasma rest-mass
energy densities may exceed unity. The simulations cover
values of σ ¼ 1–10 and Bz=Bϕ ¼ 0.0–0.5.
We utilize the fully kinetic electromagnetic PIC code

OSIRIS 3.0 [24,25]. Our simulations resolve a large dynamic
range in 3D, enabling us to study the interplay between the
evolution of the KI at large scales and the dynamics of
particles at small scales, i.e., between the MHD physics
of the jet spine at ∼Rc and the kinetic physics operating at
the particle gyroradius scale ρg ≪ Rc. By systematically
increasing the scale separation R̄≡ Rc=hρgi, we find
asymptotic behavior in the particle acceleration physics
as R̄ ≫ 1. The dimensions of the simulated domains are
20 × 20 × ð10 − 20ÞR3

c, with the jet located at the center of
the domain and oriented along ẑ. The simulations resolve
the gyroradius of thermal particles at the core of the jet,
hρgi, with 4–12 points, and use 8–16 particles per cell per
species [18]. Our largest simulations attain R̄ ¼ 50 and are

J [cB0/2πRc]
2.52.01.00.5 1.50.0

Ez [B0]
0.40.2-0.2-0.4 0.0

B [B0]
1.00.80.40.2 0.60.0

(a1)

(a2)

(b1)

(b2)

(c1)

(c2)

FIG. 1. Evolution of the jet structure subject to the kink instability. (a) Current density, (b) magnetic field lines, and (c) axial electric
field, taken at times (1) ct=Rc ¼ 16 and (2) ct=Rc ¼ 24. These times correspond to the linear and nonlinear stages of the kink instability.
Note that a quarter of the simulation box has been removed in (b1), (b2), and (c2) to reveal the inner field structure of the jet.
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state of the art in computational scale, following 550 billion
particles in 4096 × 4096 × 2048 computational cells.
All of our simulations exhibit qualitatively similar dyna-

mics, illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 for a jet with R̄ ≃ 8, σ ¼ 5,
and purely toroidal magnetic field (Bz ¼ 0). The KI is
triggered by thermal fluctuations in the plasma, and induces
a growing helical modulation of the jet spine (top row of
Fig. 1) with wavelength ∼Rc, consistent with linear theory
and MHD simulations [26]. These transverse motions give
rise to an inductive electric field, E ¼ −v ×B. At early
times, the axial component of this electric field is harmonic,
with zero net value along ẑ, hEzi ≃ 0 [Fig. 1(c1)]. Notably,
we observe that as the instability becomes nonlinear, and
the transverse displacements of the jet become comparable
to its radius, regions of like-oriented electric field are
brought into alignment (Supplemental Fig. S1). This leads
to the formation of a coherent inductive electric field
throughout the spine region of the jet, with the net value
hEzi ≃ 0.2B0 [Fig. 1(c2); a similar Ez field is observed in
MHD simulations (not shown here) of the same configu-
ration]. At the same time, strong distortions of the electrical
current give rise to a highly tangled magnetic field
structure, particularly in the central region where the
coherent axial electric field has developed [Fig. 1(b2)].
This configuration of electric and magnetic fields facilitates
rapid and efficient transfer of energy from the magnetic
field to the plasma particles [Fig. 2(a)], with ≳60% of the
magnetic energy being dissipated, and the overall plasma
magnetization being reduced to ∼20% of its initial value.
This process is completed on a timescale τKI ≃ 10Rc=c,
which is given by the transit time 2Rc=vKI of the KI-
induced transverse motions across the jet diameter, with
characteristic speed vKI ≃ hEzi=B0c ≃ 0.2c.
The combination of electric and magnetic fields pro-

duced during the nonlinear stage of the KI is a potent
accelerator of nonthermal particles. This is demonstrated by
the formation of a nonthermal power-law tail in the particle
energy spectrum, dN=dε ∝ ε−p with index p ¼ 2.75

[Fig. 2(b)], that contains ∼50% of the initial magnetic
energy. Moreover, the nonthermal component of the spec-
trum extends to the confinement energy εconf ≡ eB0Rc,
above which it rolls over as particles escape the system.
The exceptional particles that attain the maximum energy
do so by traveling along the jet axis ẑ near the speed of light
throughout the dynamical time of the KI; Δεmax ≃
ehEzicτKI ≃ 2eB0Rc ¼ 2εconf . We have found that the
power-law index decreases for weaker magnetizations,
becoming p ≃ 2 for σ ≃ 1 (Supplemental Fig. S2). This
indicates that for σ ≃ 1, the highest energy particles can
acquire a significant fraction of the jet’s internal magnetic
energy.
In order to uncover the mechanism responsible for the

observed particle acceleration, we have performed a detailed
analysis of the trajectories and the electromagnetic fields
experienced by a representative sample of nonthermal
particles [18]. Importantly, we find that these particles are
primarily energized by the inductive electric field,E ¼ −v ×
B ≃ Ezẑ, which implies jEj < jBj [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].
Nonideal, or parallel (EkB), electric fields, commonly
associated with the reconnection of magnetic field lines
[27], are thus not responsible for the observed particle
acceleration.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Temporal evolution of the magnetic, electric, and
particle kinetic energies integrated over the simulation domain.
The left vertical axis refers to the variation of the magnetic (ΔϵB)
and particle kinetic (ΔϵK) energies. The right vertical axis
corresponds to the energy in the axial (ϵEz) and transverse
(ϵEx þ ϵEy) components of the electric field. (b) Temporal evo-
lution of the particle energy spectrum. The power-law tail extends
beyond εconf ¼ 125 mec2.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. (a) Evolution of particle energy ε and (b) relative
magnitude of E and B experienced by a representative sample of
2000 nonthermal particles (grey curves). The red (blue) solid
lines correspond to the highest (average) energy gain of the
sample. The dashed and dotted curves indicate the integrated
work done by E⊥ and Ez, respectively, revealing that E ≃ E⊥ ≃
Ez accounts for almost the entirety of the energy gain. (c) Evo-
lution of the energy of three representative particles that start
highly magnetized and reach ε ∼ εconf (solid blue, orange, and
green curves). Their acceleration is enabled by the curvature drift
motion (dashed curves; these curves are interrupted when the
guiding center description breaks down). (d) Mean energization
rate, hΔε=Δti, as a function of energy, ε, experienced by the 2000
nonthermal particles during the period 18 < ct=Rc < 30. The
vertical dashed line corresponds εconf .
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Acceleration by an inductive electric field E⊥B requires
that particles cross magnetic field lines. This strongly
suggests that magnetic field inhomogeneities must be
crucial in the acceleration process. Indeed, our simulations
reveal that the magnetic field becomes highly tangled,
developing a spectrum of fluctuations over the complete
range of scales, from Rc down to the gyroradius scale hρgi
of thermal particles (Supplemental Fig. S3). We find that
these fluctuations enable the rapid displacement of particles
across magnetic field lines via the guiding center curvature
drift with velocity vcurv¼ γmv2kcB×κ=eB2 [28] [Fig. 3(c)];

vk is the particle velocity parallel to the local magnetic field
and κ≡B ·∇B=B2 is the magnetic field curvature vector.
These drifts allow particles to gain energy from the
inductive electric field, with the instantaneous rate of
energy gain being connected to the spatial and temporal
distribution of the magnetic field curvature. Figure 3(c)
illustrates the energy evolution of particles that start highly
magnetized and reach the confinement energy. These par-
ticles experience fast energy gains by encountering regions
where the field curvature radius κ−1 is only a few times their
gyroradius. Once they are accelerated to a large fraction
(0.2–0.3) of the confinement energy, the guiding center
approximation breaks down [Fig. 3(c)], and particles
become effectively unmagnetized, moving with vz ∼ c
along the jet axis. The acceleration stops when the particles
either escape the jet spine in the transverse direction or
when the electric field decays as the instability subsides.
The mean energization rate hΔε=Δti increases with ε

until ε≲ εconf [Fig. 3(d)], indicating a first-order Fermi
process. This is consistent with acceleration via the
curvature drift (since vcurv ∝ γ), the importance of which
has also been identified in simulations of reconnecting
current layers [29,30]. We have confirmed that the same
acceleration physics takes place in simulations with non-
zero poloidal magnetic field, Bz ≲ 0.5Bϕ, yielding similar
power-law particle energy spectra as the purely toroidal
field case (Supplemental Fig. S4).
The acceleration mechanism unveiled here is thus a

consequence of a large-scale (∼Rc) inductive electric field
acting in concert with a magnetic field that is tangled over a
range of scales that extends down to hρgi. These conditions
are intrinsically 3D and arise self-consistently via the
dynamic evolution of the KI [18]. While the scales of
Rc and ρg are vastly disparate in astrophysical jets, a small
fraction of the initially thermal particles can always attain
the confinement energy εconf. We have confirmed this by
systematically increasing the ratio R̄ of the jet radius to the
gyroradius of the thermal particles. The power-law spectral
index is preserved, consistently extending from the thermal
mean up to εconf , and the maximum particle energy gain is
always Δεmax ≃ 2eB0Rc (Fig. 4). This indicates that our
results may be extrapolated to astrophysical systems, where
the enormous scale separation implies huge energy gains.

Particle acceleration enabled by the KI can account for
the synchrotron and inverse Compton (IC) radiating elec-
trons in AGN jets. For example, the synchrotron energy
spectrum, Fν ∝ ν−α, of knots such as HST-1 in M87
extends to hard x rays, with spectral index α ≃ 1.0–1.5
[5,31]. The balance between synchrotron cooling and
electron acceleration by the KI will steepen the electron
spectrum, such that α is related to the spectral index p of the
injected particles by α ¼ p=2 [18]. This is in agreement
with our results that show p ¼ 2–3 for magnetization levels
σ ¼ 1–10 (Supplemental Fig. S2). The same population of
relativistic electrons produces IC radiation at GeV–TeV
photon energies, by up-scattering its own synchrotron (or
ambient) photons [32].
Protons and heavier ions are accelerated in the kink-

unstable region of AGN jets in a similarly efficient way.
This has been confirmed in simulations (Supplemental
Fig. S5) with plasma having 1 proton per 10 electrons, the
composition that is inferred by calorimetric modeling of
many giant radio lobes [33]. Unlike electrons, proton
synchrotron losses are negligible up to and beyond the
confinement energy. In HST-1, whose intrinsic scale is
Rc ∼ pc and magnetic field is B0 ∼ 1–10 mG, protons
could attain energies 1018 − 1019 eV by residing in the
accelerating region throughout the τKI ∼ 30 yr (comoving)
dynamical time of KI. The brightest feature of M87, Knot
A [34], has a significantly larger intrinsic scale Rc ∼ 100 pc
and may also possess mG-level magnetic fields. Under such
conditions, the mechanism uncovered in this Letter would
accelerate protons and iron nuclei to energies ∼1020 eV and
∼1021 eV, respectively, with these most energetic particles
acquiring a significant fraction of the jet’s internal energy.
In summary, we have uncovered an efficient and robust

particle acceleration mechanism that operates on the helical
magnetic field structure of relativistic jets. It has long been
appreciated [35] that in AGN jets, εconf may exceed
1020 eV, which has made them prime UHECR source
candidates. We have shown that charged particles can be

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) Final particle spectra for different system sizes (R̄)
and fixed magnetization σ ¼ 5. The black curve corresponds to
initial particle spectrum, which is the same for all system sizes.
(b) Scaling law of maximum particle energy gain with system
size and magnetic field magnitude. The dots represent the results
of 3D PIC simulations for different σ and R̄, and the dashed line
represents the linear fit Δεmaxmec2 ≃ 1.9εconf ¼ 1.9eB0Rc.
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efficiently accelerated to this limiting energy as a conse-
quence of the internal KI, thus revealing a specific mecha-
nism by which AGN jets could accelerate UHECRs. Our
work also sheds new light on the generation of high-energy
radiating particles in astrophysical jets and on the depend-
ence of the radiation spectral index on the jet magnetization.
We note that this mechanism can operate similarly in other
astrophysical environments. Important examples are the
Crab and other pulsar wind nebulae, for which the formation
of a kink-unstable plasma column at high latitudes is
observed and is expected to be a primary site where the
pulsar’s magnetic energy is dissipated [36–39].
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